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POWER AMP
SURVEY
The Americans would describe it as a 'crowded marketplace'. Power amplifiers appear
almost daily and the resulting choice can easily lead to confusion. Ron Harris attempts
all overview.
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PROJECT

VIDEOGRAPH
Turn your colour television into a dual trace oscilloscope with
this UlIF colour modulator and video display generator.

Principle Of Operation
h line end a fixed.length
hr4ght-up pulse

a twin trace. nd theSe
Zpectiwely

'U"rut::"

triggered by a c
pulse
generator. and .1 unher oemponents

,enerate an eighaga Packg.and
colour change.

rcrer's7:17stZ"
tape -recorders

Central, are provided for inven,^9
nd colour and swoching a

from William Stuart Systarn. Ltd
who Ned ie. PCB COPWng,,,

at. produce a ready .11H/calomel

The heaw gauge anochsed facia plate

'"nkr;inatTdrs=entha id
"..n
Construction
orcult board assemblies

Colour Modul:=Zrgege:
27

c->

evz

LI
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Fig 1. UHF Colour Modulator circuit diagram
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SYNC

B,1
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IC2

07

0.
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0 0 (HIGH TO INHIBIT)

0 FIELD
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PROJECT: Videograph

&- 45 degrees

All the controls can be board
mounted and the only other wires
needed are for connection to the
aerial and DIN sockets, and 9 volt
power.
The aerial socket can be
connected directly to the modulator
via two closed loop, one on the
board and one on the socket. The
loops are simply bent to couple
closely with each other. This method

Sync.

The ICs should be inserted last of
all, and IC7 on the generator board
should be left out initially: instead
insert a link between pins 3 & 12 as
shown. This gives a fixed green
background and results in easier
setting up and tuning. IC7 can be
inserted later on to give the
automatic colour change.
The boards are connected to each
other by short lengths of wire
between the points labelled OV,
Field. +ye, Video, 13,R,G,X and

list!

main Videograph Display Generator.
Both are printed with detailed
legends so that components can be
inserted direct from the parts list.
Note that each board has a separate

frequency, and this is also used to generate
cohnir bursts via C.22 and C21. Q2 amplifies
,the colour information and feeds it in to join

generate, a squarewase At half line

at hi red and green alternately by
pp
the three IC's. ICI being the controller. ICI

gives blue while

+45 -45 and 180 degrees respectively
Colour hue is dependent on the sulicurner
phase and iii the PAI. system MO degrees

modulate three signals which are now at

C12. CII and R23. Diodes DI and 136

Q3

rms a err's! oscillator, generating the
precisefo 4433618 MHz sulicarner for colour
information. Tte transformer produces out.
N. which aro suitably phese-shifted by R24,

cable and switch on both TV and
Videograph. Tune the TV to obtain
a good signal, searching from
channel 21 upwards. The picture
will be unstable.
Adjust RV9 (Line sync) to give an
unbroken background, and adjust
RV7 (frame sync) to give vertical
stability. Provided that the TV tuning
is exact the picture should now be
uniformly green. If the top of the
picture is red then adjust RVB
(frame pulse width) for best
position.
Adjust RV2 end RV5 to give blue
and orange vedical stripes: these
should appear from the left as the I.

Connect a TV set via low -loss coax

The modulator tuning capacitor is set
to 30% of maximum. Generator
board presets are set fully
anticlockwise. The GAIN controls
should be at minimum and the
LOCATE controls at mid position.

Setting up

ensures that no "earth loop'' can
exist between the TV and the hi-fi
system, causing undesirable hum on
some equipment.

controlling background illumination FIFI.1/
,Ian 150 torced low if the 'X' input is pulled
high.Thk feature allowsobjems which ars, to
be displayed (e.g. th Videograph stripes, to
ere
cancel the background whenevthey
ore 10

properly blanked "background true" for

The complete signal now modulates Q3,
which is a VHF oscillator. Harmonies in Me
014F band are extracted via CS and dee,.
loped across a shod length of printed circuit
Irani...Minion line which acts as a high pass
filter.
C20and R2I expand the Sync pulse to give,
cia IC2 and IC3. the Field signal This is ti

the black and white composite video signal.

HOW IT WORKS -MODULATOR
7e, iN

Inkg;:reaW

-s

_
61y

_____

Cf3

2-22p 1.1111111I,

2p ceramic
8p2 ceramic

C6
C7
C8

10n polyester

330k
68k
22k

t000

104

111

C1.5

CAPACITORS

R19.20
R21,
R29.31

86.23 24 30
87.12.15.16
Re 13 14 17.
18.22.28

R5.11.25-27

2208

C1CIO1.12

1508
4/OR

22p
I n cerastmic
polyeer

880p
330p
68p ceramic

39p
180 pceramic

120p

BC108. BC452
1N4148
Note DI .02 03-04. D5 -D6 marched pairs
ICI
40018
40078
IC2.3
MISCELLANEOUS
PC1310 peneen, battery dips VHF socket

D1 -D9

02.3

SEMICONDUCTORS
BF197
01

C17.18 omitted Pox text)

C2I.22

C15
C18

C14

C9.19.20.23
2112

02.4,10

PARTS UST -MODULATOR
RESISTORS all UM
6k8
RI
R3

la-

-rId

Fig. 2 Colour modulator component overlay.

4,4

MgrAlefga

Fig. 3 1/ideograph generator circuit diagram

Fig. 5 Generating graphics with the Vitleagraph.

A typical Vitleograph telly pictum

PROJECT: Videograph

initial clamp voltage is modulated by the

pic!. but is clamped Le an initial
value of say 3V by the clamp diode. C9 now
charges via R9 until gate I switches back (et
approsamattiy 4V)and the monostable resets
itseR Note that the charging is nearly linear
over the range 3 to 4V and R9 can be consid.
ered as a constant current source. Since the

Thus. thestatt °teach line the output of
feedback low. and CO provides positive

adjustment. Gates I trial 2 of IC 4 Rum a
monostable triggered by positive sync pulse

Q2 drives :I clamp diode 1.31 via Ch RV2
(preset) deterniines the mean 1)C voltage
while RV3 (LOCATE control) glees a fine

Fin. 4 Twin channel VideograpM1 audio driver circuit.

operated, then signals pass tent through Ql.

atively, if the "right Invert" switch is

Audio input signals for the right hand
channel are normally fed to 142 altern.

screen will tend to be red `green reversed.

Ti' sees dei..oder will be out of step at the
an of each picture scan and the top of the

periods In a frame pulse mriocl, otherwise the

blocs these to form negallve SYNC and
positive sync T. The length of the frame
sync pulse I. adjusted by test Iliis is
in the PAI. system there
necessary In
most be an even number of whole line

1(71 and IC2 are timers which generate
frame and line sync respeCtively. 1C3 coin.

The lift hand channel is identical, except

netvssery

and C7 which expand the line and frame
pulses and prevent trace generation when

Field blanking are ensured by RI4, ('13, RII

colour informatuon. and suppresses the
hackground by pulling 'X' high. Line and

At the end of the above period a second.
fixed duration nnircntable fornmd by gates 3
and 4 is triggered via CI I. This produces
pSitiVP pulse which defines the oscilloscope
trace. Q4 is an emitter follower which drives
the Modulator with Video (brightness) and

linearly modulated.

udio signal. the nionnstable period q also

HOW IT WORKS -GENERATOR
k igna
QU detects pea
sls (nn Inc right hand

ICS is connected as the square wave
generator. phase -locked to the picture scan
by the negative frame sync pulse FS.

st

gates three Cl the counter mamas with the
trim. signal and drivrs the Modulator
with brightness (Video) and colour Ito b)

ranU om clock oulve lot cwt., ICI,IC

by the tram, ..ync pulse to moduce

,LOUR HOLD bas
channel) pi oyided thaz
not been sele,ted hyse sianal, me sampled

that the output drive is to a different colour,
and the imener sta gy is ab,ent.

SLUE

BEE

Circuit boards completed and

inWalled in the \Odeon,. chassis

No. its not something from outer space,

BUYLINES
A complete kit of parts is available
for this project from William Stuart
Systems Ltd, Dower House.

Herongate. Brentwood, Essex
CM 13 350. The PCBs remain their
copyright and will be available only

from them. All components are
available separately, and the PCBs

are normally supplied as a "mini.

kit' along with ICI -3 and ready

wound coils. See advert elsewhere
in this issue for prices.
rite
SOUARE WAVE

ig. 6 Videograpb generator component overlay
32

pots are turned clockwise. Position
both stripes centrally. then separate
them using the LOCATE controls. At
this stage the line sync IFIV9) should
be fine.adjusted to give perfect
colour registration on the stripes.
IC7 may now be inserted (and the
link removed.) to give the
background colour change function:
the sequence being black, white,
cyan. yellow, green. mauve, blue,
red.

ET
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111..--0`.' for VALUE & VARIETY in

FREQUENCY COUNTERS

CATRONICS LTD.

ELECTRONIC SERVICING LTD

WANTED

Geed Homes forMtelligent Pets

PET 2001 Computer

KRAMER DOES IT AGAIN!!!
THE FIRST 5 INCH, 10 MHz SCOPE
WITH X5 MAGNIFIER
FOR E147.95 (4. E11.84 VAT)

E550 00 plus VAT

La

Prria
This unbelievably versatile, compact,
portable end self-contained unit has
many varied applications and offers
tremendous benefits in the worlds of
BUSINESS and COMMERCE:
Can be used efficiently for Trend Anelysis
Stock Control - Payroll Invoicing
Inventory Control. etc.

SCIENCE and INDUSTRY:

The 'PET' has a comprehensive set of
scientific functions useful to scientists,
engineers and industry.

KRAMER & CO

EDUCATION: An ideal tool for
teaching and it can be used to keep
records, exam results, attendance
figures, etc.

ENTERTAINMENT: Games

QUESTION?

including Backgammon, Noughts a.
Crosses, Pontoon, Black Jack and Moon
Landing

Possesses all usual alphanumerics
PLUS 64 graphic characters for

plots, artwork, etc., a printer, 2nd

Tel reld=1 Er,R

FUTURE 'Floppy Disc' data and
programme storage system.
We have six years' experience in
servicing electronic calculators, minicomputers in S.E. England. 24- hour
service contract available at £69 50 per
annum. Credit and leasing terms available.

For full details and demonstration

contact Peter Watts ... Now!

PIISPAILZIrlf

ELECTRONIC SERVICING LTD

KODE SERVICES
33 PORTUGAL ROAD, WOKING,
SURREY GU21 5JE

LIMITED

Tel waking (84862) 69032 68.7
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Gm REVISITED
do with American car manufacturers Gm is in fact a throw hack from the days of valves, now finding a new lease of life with up-toNothing to

date semiconductor devices. K. T. Wilson explains ....
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FEATURE:GM Revisited
next stage. Reason? The next stage has a rather low
Fig. 5. Calculating
how much signal is

passed on to subsequent stages.

input resistance, and feeding signal from the collector of
one transistor into the base of another, even if they are
directly connected, is rather like feeding signal through a
voltage divider. There are, in fact, two ways of calculating how much of the signal is passed on. One simple
way is to imagine a voltage divider (Fig 5) in which the
load resistance of the first stage forms the upper resistor

and the input resistance hie of the second stage. The
quantity h,, (on k ohms) is equal to h)))/G in, where h1, is
the current gain of the transistor, a quantity which does
vary between one transistor and another. For a transistor
withlh,-= 100, Gm set to 40 ft mA collector current) h.. is

100 /40= 2 k5. If we feed this from a transistor with a
4k7 load resistor. the amount of signal reaching the
second transistor is

2.5

2.5+4.7

35

of the signal at the output of the first This brings the

L

gain of the first transistor stage down to 180 X .35 =- 63

which is the sort of value we usually measure for one
stage of a multi -stage amplifier.

r(Ittk=,

With all this going for it, Gm, is coming back, folks.

As Sam Goldwyn is supposed to have said, "sim plicate

and add lightness- Let's hope we've 'added a bit of

Ell

lightness today.
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CLICK ELIMINATOR
Part two of the Click Eliminator article, presented here, is in fact a redesign of the
project leading to better performance and lower cost.
In the January issue of ETI we
presented a design for a click
eliminator unit. However, between
that issue and the time for the
February ETI - in which we were to
complete the project we found
several disturbing inconsistencies
which would have rendered the

However, as we said, development
work has continued since initial
publication, and while we felt that
there was nothing wrong with the
aims of the project, our method of
realising them left something to be

design's repeatability doubtful-to
put it mildly.

Change Of Track

These problems mainly concerned
the area around Q1, IC9 and ICI O.
The biasing arrangement for 01, and
its function within the circuit means
that the adjustments are very very
critical indeed. Our prototype
operated satisfactorily, especially in
its breadboarded form, but was too
dependent upon too many variables
for us to be happy with the project.

desired.

Accordingly we are presenting here
an alternative design, and

recommend our readers to construct
this in lieu of the design shown in
Part One of the article. A comparison
between both circuits will show this
version to be greatly simplified, and
using components which will make
construction cheaper.
For example the 570 has been
replaced with a 4016, which is
closed to the signal for a short period
of time to blank the 'click' signal.
lx

Taking Aim
The aim then, as now, was to present
a design for a unit which would
remove the clicks and scratches from
damaged LPs, without impairing the
music material contained therein.
Operation was to be indicated by
an LED, and threshold of operation
was to be variable to make the
Eliminator flexible in use.

Fig 1. Basic block diagram for Click Eliminator Mk 2.
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the input of the IC eased to set pin -I3 at

fed into input pin -5 of 1C2, which is a TDA
1022 512 -stage charge -coupled delay line.
The RO-RVI-R11-R12 and RIO network at

The output of the Butterworth fitter is

amount of gain in its pass hand.

10 kHz. This stage also has a small

wired as a second order low pass Butterworth filter with a turnover point of about

deltclotetcutlaetllcttlhsehtchts

to ICI a. which is wired as a s.10 inverting
amplifier with an input impedance of 47k.
The output of this stage is fed to the click

The full circuit of the right pre -amp and
delay line block is shown in Figure 2. the
left channel circuit block is identical.
The input signal from the pick-up is fed

imposed on the audio signal by the delay
line, and the cleaned -up signals are then
passed on to the click blanking circuit ,a
volnme control RV2.

high frequency clock signals that are

filter 11C3), which removes the unwanted

(4. to another second order Butterworth

yhccttlyul of the delay line as taken. via

rnS.

signals to pin, I and 4 at s few hundred
kHz, to provide a total delay of about I

Into class A at
line and m Nes
minimum listortinn rhe delay line is
clocked to) symmetrical anti phase

about I volt above gomnd. to ensure
makmnurn dynamo:. range on the delay

HOW IT WORKS

ri1:-,2',`,7,',1,60Z7:::,el'7:,;1,11','ZIT.::::Trrel'end,V:r "no ""'"'""°

PROJECT: Click Eliminator

The unit is assembled onto a single
PCB. and so construction is really
guile straightforward. Assemble the
board carefully, remembering to fit
resistors and capacitors first, and ICs
last. Sockets are best used for these
devices, especially the high cost
items. This will facilitate checking
and servicing should this be needed.
The easiest place to make a
mistake is in fitting the polarised
components - electrolytics, diodes.
ICs etc so check these carefully. It is
best to build up the PSU first and
check this before connecting to the
rest of the circuit.

Construction

Figures 2-6 show the schematic for
the Click Eliminator. Figure 2 is the
audio input and delay line circuit.
Figure 5 shows the click detection
and blanking pulse generation
components. Inputs A and B come
from points A and B marked on the
left and right audio inputs
respectively.
Circuits 5 and 7 are the output
blanking (and bypass) and system
clock respectively. The latter is
referred in the audio circuit simply as
()and Q.

Circuits and Components

1

As the block diagrams of Fig.
will show, the basic remains
unchanged. The incoming
audio is delayed by a TDA 1022.
long enough for the circuit to detect
the click and generate a pulse which
shuts off the transmission gate
(4016) as the 'click' arrives.
The waveforms shown in Fig. 6
give an indication of the timing of the
circuit, and the manner in which the
blank period is made to 'straddle' the
click signal.

of

--0.40400,110

usic.

mshowing the blank period inserted into the

4(h). Below: the combined waveform

Elillli11010, blanking pulse straddling the click
waveform, which includes some ringing. Fig

Fig 4 (a). Above: the waveform of the Click

The "threshold" level of (C5 can be

wired as a differential amplifier or "sub tractor,. and has a gain of about five on

input terminals of IC4 in Fig 3 IC4 is

signals are taken from the outputs of the
andchannel preamplifiers (ICla, Fig 2,
are passed to one or other of the two

In the circuit. the amplified pick-up

phase and cause predominantly hotizontal movement of the stylus. The ETI Click
Eliminator uses these unique phase characteristics to provide its primary means
of click identification.

normal recorded signals tend to be in

adjusted via panel -mounted control RV3,

circuit of Fig 4.

trigger monostable multi -vibrator ICS.
which has n period of about 5 mS, and
which drives "click indicator" LED I on
and drives output transistor QI so saturation for the duration of the 5 mS pulse.
The output of Ql appears as a blanking
pulse, and is fed to the click blanking

negative -going pulse. This pulse is used to

record Then, each time that a ..click"
arrives, the output of ICS switches hi
negative saturation, to produce a large

high throughout the passdge of a "clean"

so that the outptd of.the IC ik just held

phase signals, since it causes purely ves
Ural displacement of the stylus, whereas

loop voltage comparator, with its output
normally at positive saturation.

"clicks." This signal is passed to threshold
detector IC5, which is wired as an open -

that the output of the IC consists of an
audio signal with greatly emphasised

dominantly in.phase recorded signals. so

signals, but tends to cancel the pre.

each input. The action of this IC is such
that it amplifies the anti -phase "click"

pickup heed as a set of recorded anti -

quently rich in high -frequency components. Also, it appears to a stereo

unique characteristics. It has fast attack
is conseand decay times, and its out

A "click" or scratch has a number of

Figure 3.

The full circuit diagram of the click detectOr block. which incorporates a "click
identifier," a threshold detector. and a
blanking pulse generator, is shown in

HOW IT WORKS

Fig 3. Circuit of the click detector section of the Mk 2 Click Eliminator. The LED flashes
to indicate operation.

*r^ Ast044.0000604.0

tOtWo

71!

Lg?ral.o

OV

Fig 5. Clink btaskieg niseait. ""'""'

HOW IT WORKS
The circuit of the click blanking block is
shown in Figure 5. Circuit operation is
fairly strMghtforwand. The output of each
channel is taken from im volume control
(Fig 2) and is fed through a times -ten

inverting amplifier (ICI or IC9). and is

then passed to one half of ICS, a4015 goad

bilateral switch. In each channel. two of
the internal ',witches.' of the 4016 are
wired in series. and are normally held on
by the high control signal from the collector of QI (Fig Q. but turn off for 5 mS
when a blanking pulse arrives from the
click detector circuit, The output of each
channel is then passed on to the outside

switches of ICS with negligible loss or
gain, but in the presence of a ',lick" the
two series -connected switches of IC8
open I mS before the arrival of the click
and remain open for about 5 ins, thus
replacing the click with an imperceptible
Note in the circuit that the inputs of IC8
are biased at half -supply volts to enable

the IC to pass signals with a minimum of
distortion when operated trots a single ended power supply. The 4018 IC suffers
from a certain amount of control -signal

breakthrough; by using a times -ten

amplifier before the input and a divide,
by- ten attenuator after the output of the
IC. this breakthrough is reduced to in.
significant levels relative to those of the
basic audio signal.

world via a divide-hyten (sm..) MM.
nuator network.'
Thus, dining "cleari" parts or the record
the output signal from the delay line is
passed through the click blanking circuit
of Fig 5 via the two series -connected on

The power supply is a straightforward
design based on a pair of threeterrninal
IC regulators. which provide plus or
minus twelve volt outputs. LED 2 is a
panelmounted component, which indi
mess the power on state.

V011,

Fig 6. Power supply fort. unit.

Next assemble and check the
audio circuitry. Make sure a signal is
present at the level control RV2a and
RV2b, Normally IC8 gates will be
'open' and so an audio output should
be present at the phone sockets if all
is well.
If no output is present, check the
audio through to RV2. and if a signal
is present here, the fault probably lies
with IC6 and QI . Disconnecting the
base of 0.1 will restore output if this
is the case.

Over the Threshold
In use the unit is connected between
the output of a record player pick-up
44

aiD

and the input of a stereo amplifier.
Volume control RV2 should be
adjusted so that no perceptible
difference occurs in audio sound
levels when the bypass switch is
switched in and out Pre-sets RV1
and RVI 01 should be adjusted for
minimum distortion on the Right and
Left channels respectively. Threshold
control RV3 should be adjusted in
use so that LED 1 just operates in the
presence of a 'click'.
It should be noted that the relative
amplitude of a 'click- is proportional
to the velocity of the record track past
the pick-up head. and decreases as
the head moves towards the centre of
the disc: the threshold control may

ONO

consequently need o casional
readjustment as the ecord
progresses through i s play.
There is no equali ation circuitry
within our design, and so it cannot
be used in place of the preamp in
your system, it must be used in front
of n instead.
When playing damaged LP's
simply advance the Threshold
control. RV3 from its minimum
setting until the click is removed.
This is the correct setting.
LED 1 will indicate the unit
operation, and it it flashes on musical
peaks, chances are you have the
threshold control set too high and are
removing some of the signal as well.
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Fig 7. Component overlay for th Click Eliminator unit. Note that
all the components bar the potentiorn
mount on this PCP.
The operation LEO is also best front panel mounted.

composed mainly of
components, the

'standard'

Eliminator should pose most component shops no problems. The LF

356 is available from Watford in
case of difficulty.

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS (at VeMr 5%)

29.45
R2

POTENTIOMETERS

47k

RV1

470k

RV2
RV3

114, 17, 23, 25,

33.37, 39.44

10)

35, 36, 41 42
07, 10. 14.
15. 16. 20,

15k

dk7 preset
100k log twin gang
5k Lin

RB

100k
56k

0.9

257

R18. 24

021, 26, 32
038. 40
R46

,

6k8

R12,27. 28

4k7
226
1k8 k2
1

1s-tors

55

101-118 Mr RH channel i6etical

ear -18

TDA1022
LF 358

1C4, 7 9

741

CAPACITORS

01. 2, 15
03, 4. 9,
10, 16
C5

co
C7
CO

C1I-14
C17. 18
C19. 20

C21 22
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330P Pc941414"4
-

T IO-On polyester

.56p ceramic
1.00p ceramic
lOn polyester
202 polyester

555

co1

4016

ICI 0

4011

IC11

22, 23 34,

Rif

1C3. 5

IC2

106

135, 6. 30, 31
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SEMICONDUCTORS
TL083
ICI

IC12
IC13
Ell

01,04
"Coal. 2

4013
780 2
79112
BC 109

19 4001
TIL 220

,

4u7 25V electrolytic

MISCELLANEOUS

410n polyester
47u 25V elecoolytm

(34) end holder, case to sot. SPOT mains

1000u 25V electrolyte240/12.12 trenslorrner 1100mA). rum
switch control knobs. PCB
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THE SINCLAIR PONT Digital riluitiineter

Figs Clock generator ChM,.

SINCLAIR DM235

HOW IT WORKS
Pins& and

of the TDA 1022 delay line IC

must be presented with symmetrical
anti -phase clock signals for correct
operation. The basic clock signal of a (ew

hundred kHz is generated by a CMOS

'astable muluvibrator formed by !Ma
seth cob. The clock signal is taken to

SINCLAIR DM3500 DM450
each channel via a buffer stage (IC10d ,Jr

ICI0c) and a D -type RIP -flop (ICI la or
ICI1b), which provides the required anti phase drive signals (from the Q and Q

outputs) for the delay line The cluck
generator has SF decoupling provided hi
CIA. which is mounted close to the supply
pins of ICIO and ICII.

KRAMER & CO

Fig
9.
Some
taldeal waveforms

which illustrate

the timing of Me
circuitry within

the general block
of
the
Click

%%Ma=

Eliminator

Blanking

pulse

width is fixed.

.stivaz,

Close up of the

Socket wiring for
the Cock Elimina-

tor. Keep... as
close to the boards

as possible, and

use
sc eeeee d
loads if this is M.
possible, earthing
only one end of the
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ETIPRINTS are a last new aid for pro-

diming high quality printed circuit

ETIPRINTS are made from our original
artwork ensuring a neat and accurate

boards. Each ETIPRINTS sheet contains a set of elCh resistant Mb down
transfers of the printed circuit board

board. We thought ETIPRINTS were

designs for several of our projects.

1445171 and 1445172).

such a good Idea that we have
patented the system (patent numbers
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Earlier earners re available.

I1,

WORKS
Ley ilown the 'TIMM, and

rub over with

son pencil

:IT =7: 7;:board. Peel
of,. flocking sheet
you'. been

bit careless

b..s!
SUS LINOS
ORDER TOD.

75p

INC P IL P
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NO DISCO SYSTEM IS
COMPLETE WITHOUT...
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TELEPHONE CALL TIMER

Submitted by Mr A. M. Tucker el Dorchester.

This new feature is open to all our readers. It

exists as a showcase for projects YOU have des-

igned and built. We pay full ETI page rates for
ia

any designs we publish. We must stress that
these designs must have been built by you. To
further this end, we are giving preference to
those which arrive at our offices with photographs, or which can be photographed by us.

Initially a simple draft outlining the

idea behind the project and what the unit
can do is all that is required.
>

Photographs should be included at
this stage.
to
Write

'Readers DeETI
signs,'

Offices, 25-27
Oxford Street,
London, W1 R
1 RF.

J

P.a.. t. Call 'timer circuit.
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MAIL
TELEPHONE: ORDER
B19 3JR 021.233.2400 ONLY

(A DIVISION OF GOTHIC ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS LTD)

ELECTRON/CS

PO Box 290
8 Hampton Street
Birmingham

ALL PRICES IN PENCE EACH UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

LLECTF

N CS TODAY INTER,TIONAL -

APRIL 1979

ACCESS

FREEPOST ON ORDERS GMT ELECTRONICS

CASH
CHEOUE

24 HR TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE

BARCLAYCARD VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES Freepost
ADD 30p P&P
Birmingham

B19 1BR
z_

CLOC

RADIO

LADIES
LCD WATCH

DIGITAL

ALARM

fia,...,,
111.=

"MD

£20.50

1

£9.95
vox

£8.95
--v. of VAT on0 Ponagel

4iLVi- AlrimmT
LCD
COMORO

£12.95

ALARM
DIGITAL
ALARM MK2 CNRONO LCD

£10.50
010117.1. ALARM CLOCK MI12 1.

ftvc,-nr-
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E27.95

Put Fluke
to the Test
A Digital Multimeter on 14 days approval

1!!!!! MAiiii
E3 =

'FLUKE'
L

_J

PROJECT

AMBUSH! is bound to rate as the most fascinating, exciting, and addictive space game

of the year. It gives visual and sound effects of a space battle. and is loaded with
realism. Impress your friends land enemies) by building this unique and fascinating
game.
AMBUSH.

soacegarne

rvKZZnZI':=rni'o'rZt$:=45eh:

2rta'-o'kt:;:-"''."111;11VE1=

rho

=c:O=tk:e7:C1':[17:aVan:
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gz.741417,1==.1

tenet ...one el low [ref btolion1

101 volume

ef loos are also quite

impress.. The attacks are 00,4n by

hv a fleet of Surto. craf t The craft

M. of game chosen A Of It gan.

sound And Light

form of a croM wth at.e Of var.,
Wr,s The of.. arm represents
the 10tward Mack quad.. at.

...range
S The
lower arm reOresenis Ole aft allat.

,F0 s the portant! starboard...5
eact,CO.O.s. so yeffew LED s .
the centre onne voss
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Science Project
Ambush! is a CMOS based design of
considerable technical interest, and
should make an excellent educational
project for schools and colleges. It
uses seventeen IC's plus a couple of
transistors. The IC types range from
simple NAND and NOR gates to
complete decade counter -decoder
chips, and include flip-flops. data
latches. 12 -stage ripple counters.
and multiplexers.

*

00

Playing The Game

(1), The game can be set for play
against either ten (a DEM or a
hundred (a CENT) attacks.
(2). Attacks come at random

interval, variable between nought
and approximately five seconds.
(3). The quadrant of each attack is
randomly selected. except for the
first attack of the game, which always

ID
nwo

111

Game Stan. The game starts as
soon as power is applied to its
circuits. A game can be restarted by
pressing the RESET switch.

Attacks:

ir.,,a4vaii

ETI

a ID

ooo ir:**

.......
comes from the aft quadrant
(41 The speed of attack can be
pre-set by the player to suit skill
levels. A 'respectable' attack speed is
equal to about 50 mS per LED
division on the quadrant attack
indicator.
(5) At 'respectable' attack speeds.
the player has approximately 250
mS of attack warning on the forward
quadrant, 300 mS on the port and

starboard quadrants, and 350 mS on
the aft quadrant
(6) Attacks on the aft quadrant
are accompanied by a full volume
staccato sound. Port and starboard
attacks are at reduced volume. and
those from the forward quadrant are
silent
(7) The accumulated number of
attacks is registered on a 2 -digit
display throughout the game

HOW IT WORKS
SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM OF

to the Input of the tastable. Nate that

for gate opens, fhe game ends shortly

THE AMBUSH GAME

output I of the 4017 is fed to the ATTACK
COUNTER. so that the counter advances
by one count each time the clock genera

WON indicator circuits come into opera.

The heart of the unit is the 'Display

Matrix Driver and Logic' block. which in
reality takes the form of a 4017 decade
counter with ten decoded outputs Out.
puts Ito 7 of the counter ale fed to the

after the attack counter reaches its full let
10 or 1001 state, at which point the GAME
non.

Figs. to and b. Sim-

phfied mock diagram
of the Ambush game.

LED display matrix. and outputs 6 to it are

selectively fed via a multiplexer to the
GAME LOST indicator block and to the
CI.00K DISABLE pin of the 4017. The
input of the 4017 Is derived from s clack

The START signal to the listable is

derived from the random delay generator.

which zo integral with the FIRE switch
circuit,. In each attack, the appropriate
oe of the four FIRE switches is selec
the STOP side of thc
finely coupled

H

generator via a gate. which to turn is
controlled by a simple START -STOP
(Reset .Set)blotable.

The operating sequence of the above

six blocks is fairly simple. Initially. the
blstable Is in the STOP mode the gate Is
closed. the 4017 Ole the RESET state. and

all LED's in the display mama are off. At

seine randomly determined time

START pulse 0 fed to the listable the
gate opens. clock pulses start so reach the
4017. and LED's are oequentially switched

on in one of the arms of the display

-a

fit

matrix. If the gate remains open. one of
the selectively chosen 6.7.S outputs of the

IC eventually goes high and operates the
GAME LOST.indicator and disables the
clock input line of the 4017
Alternatively. the bistable can be set to

the STOP mode before the game term.,
ales by operating the appropnate FIRE
switch. In this case the bauble closes the
clock pte. and the 4017 resets to the zero
state A- new sequence of operations starto
when another random START pulse fed

Fig. ,
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PROJECT:Ambush
(left) ICs 2 and
5-11 mounted
an Ambush

acs.

(debt) This board
carries LED display
matrix drivers,
multiplexers and
logic, plus audio
and power
connections.

Defence
(a). The player has four FIRE buttons
for defence. The buttons are marked
F (forward). P (port), S (starboard).
and A (aft). To stop an attack. the
player must press the FIRE button
appropriate to the prevailing attack
quadrant. before the attacking vessel
reaches its target (the red LED at the
centre of the display) A correct firing
is accompanied by a rasping sound
!listable On a multiplexer and a qmulated

activates the correct switch: the
frequency of thetfire' cooed is determined
by the FIRE RATE SELECTOR circuit.
and Is proportional to the 50151 number of
FIRE snitches preeed at any given mn
Men(

No sound is produced if the wrong
button is pressed.
(b). The ship has sufficient
ammunition to fight off attacks only if
each FIRE duration is limited to about
100 rnS or less. Thus, there is
sufficient ammunition for about one
second of continuous fire in the DEK
game, and ten seconds of fire in the
CENT game. The ammunition state is
shown on a register throughout the
game

(c). When the correct FIRE button
is pressed, the rate of ammunition
usage is directly proportional to the
total number of FIRE buttons that are
pressed at that time. Thus, if all the
fire buttons are pressed at once, the
ammunition supply will exhaust in
0.25 seconds in the DEK game or
2.5 seconds in the CENT game. The
audio frequency of the FIRE sound is
proportional to the rate of
ammunition usage. When the
ammunition store is exhausted, the
player has no defence, and loses the
game after the next attack.

Game Lost. The player loses the
game by having his starship hit by an
attacking suicide craft. When the
game is lost the red LED at the centre
of the attack quadrant indicator turns
off, and simultaneously a loud
droning noise is generated and a red
GAME LOST LED flashes on the
control panel.

Game Won. The player wins the
game by defeating all attacks. At
GAME WON a green LED illuminates
on the control panel. and a coarse
beating or throbbing sound Is
generated

The output of the fire sound generator
urea to Mite the ammunition register.
which counts and gives a visual readout
of the total number of cycles generated.

switch selection, for LED Display Matrix

latched random 'select' code for the four
mulltplexers that are used in the game.
These multiplexers are used for FIRE

sound signals are all ted to a simple
two -transistor audio amplifier which

The sound it also used to generate

line and line length selection, and to

determine the audio levels bf the
ATTACK tarot
The ATTACK. FIRE, WIN and LOSE

drives a 40 ohm output speaker,
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HOW IT WORKS
RANDOM DELAY and 'FIRE SOUND
GENERATOR, plus 'FIRE' RATE
SELECTOR and FIRE SWITCH MULTI.
PLIDCER

game is not lost and the ammunition store
is not exhausted.
The output of the inhibit gate is used to

activate a gated TIRE' sound oscillator
designed around IC5,3 and IC5:4. The

THIS IS probably the most complex

main timing components of this

Mock' in the entire game, because most
of Its individual sections are interdependent. Fig 2 shows the circuit diagram of
Nis major 'block'.

which has each of its four internal

THE TIRE' SOUND GENERATOR
Let's deal first with the 'FIRE SOUND
GENERATOR. IC2 d one half of a 4052
dual 4 -channel multiplexer. This connects

osultator are C2 and RI2 to RI5. These
timing resistors are connected via ICI,
which is a 4016 quad bilateral switch.

witches' activated by one of the four
FIRE switches: these internal switches
axe Connally open. and close when their
appropriate FIRE switch is closed.
Thus. the complete action of the 'FIRE'
and generator is such that a
and is

ouselected one of its four inputs to its
tput. depending on the 'a - b' binary

produced only when the 'correct: FIRE
switch is pressed, and only when the

code signal that is fed to its 'select' (pins 9
and 10) terminals. Thus, when the appro.

exhausted. The frequency of the sound is

/Mate one of the four FIRE switches is
pressed. a logic -1 signal appears at output

pin -3 of the multiplexer. This signal is
iebounced' by R6 -C6 and R7. and is

passed to the signal input of the INHIBIT

GATE formed by IC3,3 and IC3i4.
It
passes signals only when its
GALE input is at logic -0: pin -1 is the 'G'
terminal of this particular gate, and is tied
grefafid vie RS but can be driven high
by the outputs of the LOSE and OUT OF
AMMOdetectors. The gate thus passes on

the FIRE switch signals only when die

game is not lost or the ammunition
proportional to the total number of FIRE
s,vitches pressed and varies from about
800 Hz for one switch, to about 320 He for

side of the bistable and to the RESET pin

of the display matrix driver. so that IC12
is reset each time the correct FIRE switch
is pressed.

THE RANDOM DELAY GENERATOR
The heart of the random delay genera.
tor is IC4, a 4017 decade counter with ten
decoded outputs (numbered 0 to 9): the 'P

output of the counter is coupled to the

START side of the bistable via

normallyON inhibit gate The clock input

to the counter is derived from a slow
(about 2 14z) oscillator (ICS- I and IC5/2)
and from the 'FIRE' oscillator output via
an OR gate formed by DI -132 and R3.

Whenever the correct FIRE button is
pressed during an attack a logiml signal is

fed to the '0' (pin 131 terminal of the
inhibit gate, which bums off and blocks

the signals from the 4017 counter.
Simultaneously. fast clock signals are fed

into the counter from the 'FIRE' sound

forme

itcn-4 h

output of the 'FIRE' oscillator
is low in the normal quiescent state, and
its signals are passed to the input of an
audio amplifier for sound effects, and also
to the inputs of the ammunition register

and the Random Delay generator. An
inverted output (normally high) is also

taken from the pin 3 output of the

oscillator and is fed to the WIN LOGIC
circuitry. Note that the gate Input signal
of the oscillator is also fed to the STOP

generator. Consequently. when the FIRE

synch is released and the inhibit gate
returns to the ON state the counter is an

unknown or random number of steps
from the 9' count (which is the one that
provides the START signal to the histable). Clock signals are th
fed to the

counter from the slow oscillator only
until. after a delay that is infinitely variable from zero to about five seconds, the
counter reaches the '9' stale and feeds a
.START command to the bistable.

Fig. Z. Circuit diagram of random delay, fire sound generator, fire rate
selector and fire switch multiplexer.

signal is fed to the 'STOP side of the

HOW IT WORKS
THE HISTABLE, CLOCK GENERATOR.

'ATTACK' SOUND MULTIPLEXER.
AND 'GAME Lost INDICATORS
THE BISTABLE is a simple R -S type,

made from a pair of NOR gatm(1C9/1 and
1C9,2). Its 'START' input is derived from

the random delay generator via C4, and

'STOP' inputs are obtained from the
'FIRE logic or theGAME LOST detector

circuitry via the Dl.D7-R30 diode OR
gate. The rift output of the bistable is

nmally. high, but goes low in the

bistable via D6.

The IC10/I and ICI 0/2 clock generator
determines the speed of any attack, and

variable.speed CLOCK GENERATOR
(IC10/I and ICIO.,2) or from the WIN

Its frequency is variable via RVI. The

DETECTOR circuitry via the D4.D5-R28
diode OR gate.
Thus, input pin -6 of the NOR gate is

clock signal appearing at the pin -II output of the IC10,3 NOR gate provides the
basic 'ATTACK' sound of the game. The
amplitude of this sound is determined by
multiplexer IC212 and resistors R31 and
R32. Attacks from the aft quadrant are at
full volume, those from port or starboard

normally high, and its output is locked

low, so it is unable to pass clock signals.

When a 'START' signal is fed to the
Mstahle from the random delay genera.
tor. input pin.6 of the gate is driven low.

are at reduced volume, and those from the

forward quadrant are silent.
The 'GAME LOST indicators use four
NANO and one NOR gates: their basic
input signals are obtained from pin -13 of

and it does pass clock signals. The gate is

clock Input signal to IC12 (the display

turned off again when a 'STOP. signal is
fed to the histable from the 'FIRE' logic
circuitry. Note that the gate gets locked
No the off state if a logic." signal is fed to

the NOR gate Is obtained from the

its pin.5 input from the 'WIN' detector
134). or if a logic -I 'GAME LOST'

"START mode. and is fed to one input of
the IC10,3 NOR gate, which provides the
.matris counter -driver). Theother input of

LI,

IC12. which is normally low but goes high

under the game lost condition. 103,3 u
wired as a simple inverter, and drives the

NIC.- 100,-

URN,: 1-L- AFFIL 1

PROJECT:Ambush

Fig. 3 Circuit diagram of ammo register, tendon, muniplex code
generator and latch with the reset line control.

HOW IT WORKS
THE AMMO REGISTER. RANDOM

MULTIPLEX CODE GENERATOR AND
LATCH. AND RESET LINE CONTROL

THIS BLOCK is relatively simple in its
theory of operation. IC7 is a 404012 -stage

ripple counter, and takes its clock input

from the output of the 'FIRE' sound
generator. ICS Is a 1013 dual D flip-flop,
which iserired as a dual data latch with Its
clock signal taken from the output of the
bistable and its data taken from the 51 (

pressed on to the games multiplexers as a
2 -bit ornery code.

IC8 h yet another 1017 decade counter
with ten decoded outputs. It has its outputs fed to a vertical line of ten LED's,
which act as the ammunition register.
The '0' output of the 4017 sues to the top
(FULL level) of then.. and the '9' output
goes to the bottom (EMPTY level) of the
hne. The '9' output also goes to the inhibit

DEK (ten attack) Same the Q7 (. 1191
output is fed to the clock input of ICE
giving a clock signal of about 6.2 Hz when
a single FIRE button is operated, and thus
causing the register to empty in about 1.5
seconds When 5W2 is set for a CENT
(hundred attack) game the 510 (0 10211

output Is fed to ICS. giving a clock

frequency of about 0.8 Hz from a Angle
FIRE button, and causing the register to

gate controlling the 'EIRE' oscillator.
preventing the oscillator from working

empty In about 11.2 seconds. Thus. to win

must beg limited belowge 150 mS in each
attack, and in the CENT game it must be
limited below 112 mS.
The games main reset line is activated

goes high (as an attack begins, on receipt

under the 'ammo exhausted' condition. At
the start of each game the counter is reset
to zero. so that the line of LED's indicate
the FULL state.
The clock input of the counter Is taken

of the bistable START command) these
states are latched Into the 4013 and are

from one of the outputs of the IC7 ripple
counter via SW2a. When SW2 is set for a

line can be operated manually at any time
via RESET button PBS.

2) and Q2 (04) outputs of IC7. Thus.
whenever a FIRE button is pressed and
then released 1C7 sets randomly deter.

mined states on the data inputs of 1C8, the

next time that the output of the bistable

red LED at the centre of the games main
display matrix. This LED is normally on.
beet` oes off when the game

lost.

(CI 1, I and ICI 1/2 are wired as a
medium -speed gated astable. which pro.
vides the 'GAME LOST' sound output via
DO and 934. and 1C11,3 and 1C11,4 are

DER ame the avera

FIRE duration

automatically at switch -on via C8 The

wired as low -speed gated astable. which

drives a red 'GAME LOST' LED. Both
pstables are normally off. with their oututs low. Under the 'GAME LOST condition both astables operate, the
'LOSE' sound is generated and the 'LOSE'
LED flashes on and off.

Fdte", (;:ZAIVITTArITZ:.

tor.

Fig. 5. (right) Bistable, clock gen.,
'ATTACK' sound multiplexer and
'GAME LOST' indicators.
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6b. Line selection.

1111.11111111

Fig 6c Audio

HOW IT WORKS

amplifier.

LED DISPLAY MARTIX DRIVERS.

turns on at any one time. Eigure6b shows

the positions of the LED's in the actual

MULTIPLEXERS. AND LOGIC, PLUS
AUDIO AMPLIFIER AND POWER SUP-

THE MAIN PART of the LED display

display. Note that LED t t, at the centre of
the display, is normally on and represents
the players own vessel.
Prior to the start of each attack IC13 is

(Forward) line is five LED's long. the

as an attack starts.IC13/1 selects a line of

PLY CONNECTIONS

matrix is made up of four lines of LED's.
arranged in the forrn of a cross. The upper

in the RESET state, so all LED's in the
matrix (except LED II) are off. As soon

length 'a' in the display matrix. and

lower (Aft) line is seven LED's long, and

the other two lines are each six LED's
long. The individual LED's in each hoe are
selected by IC12. a 4017 decade counter

with ten decoded outputs. and the lines
are selected by multiplexer IC13/1. Note

that diodes 015 to D25 are used to

eliminate sneak paths in the matrix, and
ensure that only a single selected LED

connects the 'tie l' output of ICI3
to its own pin.I3 'clock disable' terminal.
Thus. when an attack starts the LED's in
the selected line turn on sequentially and
run towards the centre of the cross' if a
RESET signal is fed to pin15 of IC12 from
the 'FIRE' logic circuitry before the 'n I'
state is reached the attack is defeated if

R2

53. 8 9. 10. 11. 31. 40. 48
R4

R5. 26. 28. 29, 30. 39
Re. 16-25, 36. 37. 47

R7, 12,13.14.15
R27
R32
R33

R34, 41.42. 46
R36
R38
R43

R44,45
R49.62

66113

390k
22k
10M
414
IS

1006

330k
648

680k
10k
2M2
2708

SEMICONDUCTOR
ICI

IC2, 13
1C3, 9, 10
IC4. 6. 12
IC5, 17. 11
IC]
ICEI, 16

IC14, 15

RV1

4017

40i1

4340
4026
4013

IMO

MISCELLANEOUS

1145

LED 7 segment displays are common

CAPACITORS

Cl. 5,6 7.8.11, )4.15

1000

C2. 3, 4, 10. 12, 13

10n

C9

4001

4708

catnocle 0.3in
POTENTIOMETER

4016
4052

NOTE All CMOS &summate B Series.
01
BC109
02
8FY50
014
184001
All Other diodes are
184148
LED 1-37 are standard 0 2in dm

33R

150n

L.51

21n 4OR

5 olISPST push buttons
1 oft SPST latching ono button
1 off DPDT min. toggle
El off oPt1
2 on 4 section battery holders
case tO SAllt

the attack is not defeated. pin.I3 of IC12 is

driven high as the counter reaches the
'n I' state. and all further clock signals
are inhibited and all GAME LOST indicators are activated.

All sound effects signals that ar.e

generated in the game are digital in form,

and are fed via gate diodes and

amplitude.determining resistors to the
simple QI.Q2 audio amplifier stage. which
The amplifier directly drives a
908 speaker. which has transient limiting

provided by Olt

The game is powered by a 12 V battery
supply. and typically consumes 50 mA to
150mA of current, depending on the state
of play. Readers can. if they wish. power
the game via a Ample mains adaptor.

BUYLINES

PARTS LIST
RI

Fig. 6d. Panel LEO displa,

The case we used for the
Ambush project is available

from Boss Industries. Full
details next month. Since
panel layout is not critical,
inventive ETI readers may be

able to come up with their
own hardware designs. All
the ICs are common types,
available from most component mail order firms.

If you think you are likely
to spend every waking hour
zapping the starfleet, it's

worthwhile investing in a
mains adaptor, available
from your local Tranny shop.
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HOW IT WORKS
THE ATTACK COUNTER AND GAME
won detector and indicators

THE 'r OUTPUT of 1C12 (the display
rnatnx driver) briefly goes high at the
start of each attack. This 'I' signal pro.
vides the clock signal to the 1C11 -1C15
ATTACK COUNTER. These two IC's are
4026 decade counteis with decoded out.
puts suitable for directly driving common
cathode 7 -segment LED displays at low

power levels. The two counters are
cascaded. to give 00 to 99 indications'

leading zero suppression is not used in the
COLIMA,

The 'GAME WON' detector is designed
around IC16. a 4013 dual D flip.flop. end
ICIOol, a NOR gate. IC16/I is connected
as a bistable divider stage. and is clocked

via one or other of the attack counter
outputs. The action is such that its Q
output is normally high, but switches low
at the stan of the 10th attack in a DEK
gamor the 100th attack in a CENT game.
The Q output is fed to one of the inputs of
the IC10/4 NOR gate, which has its other

Fig. 7 (left) Circuit diagram of dis
play drivers. inultiplers and logic
with audio and power connections.

input provided from the normally -high

output of the IC5 'FIRE' sound generator.
The output of the NOR gate is fed to the
SET (pin8) terminal of 1C16.'2. which W
wired as an R'S flip-flop. Both bistables
are reset at the start of each game.

The action of the complete 'GAME

WON' detector is such that 'FIRE' signals
are fed to one input of the NOR gate each
time a 'FIRE' signal is generated. but are

unable to reach IC16/2 until ICIO/1

changes state after the start of the 10th
(m a DEK game) or 100th (in a CENT
game) attack. at which point the Q Output
of IC16/2 goes low and drives green 'WIN'
LED 37 'ON' via 1C9o1. and the Q output
goes high and activates the 'WIN' sound

genertor.

The 'WIN' sound generator is designed
around IC17.and consists of two virtually

identical inediumfreguency gated ast-

able multivibratorg which am operated in
parallel and have their outputs fed to the

audio amplifier via the D26.D27.R46
diode OR gate. Because of inevitable
slight differences in timing component
values. these two eatables oscillate at
slightly different frequencies. and produce a coarse 'beating' or 'throbbing'
sound when they are activated by the
'WIN' detector.

Fig. 8 (below) Attack

counter and 'GAME
WON' detector and int,
cators.

Next month we conclude the project with full

constructional details and component overlays. In
addition we'll show you the act of inspired heroism

which led to the saving of the starship Eatyeigh

and the designing of this project! For those who to

get started the Parts List and circuit diagrams
given here are complete.
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3080 CIRCUITS
The 3080 is not a run of the mill op amp. These ten circuits from Tim Orr show
you why.
The CA3080 is known as an operational transconductance amplifier. (OTA). This is a type of op amp, the gain
of which can be varied by use of a control current, (1A8c).
The device has a differential input, a control input known

as the -Amplifier bias input- and a current output. It
differs in many respects from conventional op amps and
it is these differences that can be used to realize many
useful circuit blocks.

- Vcc

Voltage Controlled Amplifier

SIGNAL
INPUT

V

The CA3080 can be used as a gain controlling device. The input

signal is attenuated by 51. 52 such 'het 20 mVIIIP m... Io
applied to the input terminals. If this voltage is much largerg, then

significant distortion will occur at the output. In fact. .is

distortion is put to good use in the trlangle-to-oinewave convener. The gain of the circuit is controlled by the magnitude of
the current lase This current flows into the CA9080 at pin 5.
which is held at one diode voltage drop above the -Vcc rail.
If you connect pin 5 to 0 V. then this diode will get zapped, (and
Vibwill the ICII The maximum value of Mc permitted is I ma and
e device is linear' over 4 decades of this current. That is, the
gain of the CA3080 is 'linearly' proportional to the magnitude of

C/OnNTROL

OUTPUT

the Ion current over a range of 0.1 on to I mA. Thus, by
controlling losc, we can control the signal level at the output.
The output is a current output which has to be 'dumped. into
resistive load (115) to produce a voltage output. The output
impedance seen at IC1 pin 6 is 10k IRS), but this is 'unloaded' by

14 VP.

/Ns'

ov

itt0

00

the voltage follower {IC2) to produce a low output impedance.
The circuit around IC3 is a precision voltage-tomurrent convener
and this tan be used to generate 1.4 When Vin (control) is
positive, it linearly controls the gaM of the circuit. When it is

quadrant multiplier.
One problem that occurs with the CA3080 is that of the 'Input
off set voltage'. This is a small voltage offset between its input
terminals. When there is no signal input and the control input is

negative, loeC is zero and so the gain is zero.
This type of circuit is known by several names. It is a voltage
controlled amplifier. (VCA), or an amplitude modulator, or a two

control breakthrough.

70

varied a voltage similar to the control input will appear at the
output. By adjusting R VI its possible to null out most of this
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Triangle To Sinewave Converter
By overloading Me input of a CA3080 it is possible to produce a
'sinusoidal' transfer function. That is. if a triangle waveform of
the correct magnitude is applied to the CA3080 input, the output

will he distorted in such a way as to produce einewave

approximation. In the circuit shown, Obi Is adjusted so that the
sinewave. tested this circuit
output waveform resembles
using an alitanlatiC distortion analyser and found the sinews.
distortion Be be only 1.8%. mostly third harmonic distortion,
which. for such a simple arrangemeM, seems very reasonable
indeed. This could be used to produce a elnewave output from a
triangle/square wave oscillator.
I

Schmitt Trigger

;ABC

PROTECTION

d, RESISTOR

Most Schmitt trigger circuits prove to be very complicated when
it comes to calculating Me hveterysie levels. However, by using
the CA 3080 these calculations are rendered trivial plus there is

the added bonus of fast operation. The hysterysis !eve. are

Al

calculated from the simple equation,

10k

St v

(IPBC X 112)

The output squareweve level is in fact equal in magnitude to the
hysterysis levels. The circuit operation is as follows.

Imagine the output voltage is high. The output voltage will
then be equal to (R2 len) which we will call + VMS, If VW

Vin

CA3080
OUT

POWER FROM
± 12V

becomes more positive than WM, the output will start to
move in a negative direction, which will increase the voltage
between Me input terminals which will further accelerate the
speed of the output movement. This is known as regenerative
feedback sods responsibb for the schinitt trigger action. The
output snaps into a negative ttttt . at a voltage equal to - (R2 x

Imc) which is designated as -Mir.. Only when Vie becomes
more negative than - VFW. will the output change base to the
+VaVST state.

The Schmitt trigger b very useful building block

for

R2

detecting two demrete voltage levels end finds many uses in

10k

circuit designs.

+ Sour
V HYST t
Vin

V HYST -

V OUT

+ Vin

I. T/STUMM

LIWITZ1141.".172r
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Voltage Controlled Oscillator

SE

By using two CA2080, end some op amps it is possible to make
an oscillator, the frequency of which is voltage controllable. This

.5

unit finds any applications in the field of electronic music
production and test equipment. The cirollit has been giveo a
logarithmic control law, that is, the frequency of operation

03

doubles for every volt increase in the control voltage. This makes

it ideal for musical applications where linear control voltages
need to be converted into musical intervals (which are logarith-

07

al

mically spaced) and also for audio testing where frequencies are

generally "mred
easu as logarithmic functions.

IC2 is an integrator. The Iwo cur eeeee that drives this IC is used

-

VOLTS

mpuENCY

0

101-0

to either charge or discharge C1. This produces triangular
waveforms which are buffered by 1C3, which then drives the
Schmin trigger IC4. The hysterysis levels for this device ere
fixed at - 1.5V, being determined by RC R7.
The output of the schmin is fed back in such a way as to
control the direction of motion of the integrator's output. If the
Schmitt output is high, Men the integrator will ramp upwards and
vice verso Imagine that the integrator is ramping upwards.
When the integrators output reaches the positive hysterysis
level. the Schmitt will flip into its low
. end the integrator

will start to ramp downwards. When it reaches the low

hysterysis level the Schmitt will flip back into its high state. Thus
the integrator ramps up and down in between the two hysterysis
levels. The speed at which it does this, and hence the oscillating
frequency is determined by the value of laic into IC2. The larger
the current, the faster the capacitor is charged and discharged.
Two outputs are produced, a triangle wave (buffered) from IC3

and a squarewave (unbuffered) from IC4. If the squarewave
output is loaded then the oscillator frequency will change.
The log law generator is composed of
2, 3 and ICI.
Transistors Q1 and 02 should be matched so that their base
.

eminer voltages (VW) are the same for the same emitter current,

(SINAI. Matching thaw devices to within 5 mV is

satisfactory, although unmatched pairs could be used. When
matching transistors take care not to touch thorn with your
fingers. This will beat them up and produce erroneous measurements. Transistor 02 is used to produce a reference voltage of
about -Ova which is connected to ICI pin 3. This op amp and
72

100Hr

lkOo

10101.

-2

-4

-5

-

-

-Vc

LOG CONTROL LAW

03 is u ad to keep 01 emitter in tlas same voltage of -MM.

The inp t cOntral college is attenuated by RI, R2 such that a +1
Vin ert, se at the input produces a change of only +18 mV at the

base of 01. However the emitter of 01 is fixed at -WM, so

the cur ern through Of doubles. (It is a property of transistors
that dr collector current doubles for every 18 mV increase in
VW).
The twiner current of 01 flows through 03 and into IC2 thus
controll'ng the oscillator frequency. It is possible to get a control

range of over 1000 to 1 using Mis circuit. With the values
shown, operation from 10 In to 10 Mir is achieved. Reducing

CI to I n will inc eeeee the maximum frequency to 100 kHz.
although the waveform quality may be somewhat degraded.

Changing CI to Sul (non -polarized) soil give

frequency of 0.1 11..
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TONE BURST GENERATOR

Fast Comparator
The high slew rem of the CA3080 make it an excellene feet
voltage comparator. when pin 2, ICI is rnore positive then Vref
Me output of IC1 goes negative and vice versa. Vref can be

moved around so that the point at which the output changes can
V
be varied. As long as the input sinewave level is quite large
say) then the output can be made to move at very fast aaaaa
indeed. However, care must be taken to avoid overloading the

inputs. If the differential input voltage exceeds 5 V. then the

input stage Meeks down and may cause an undesired output to
occur.
One use of a feet comparator is in a tone burst generator. This
device produces bursts of sinewaves, the bursts tarting and
finishing on axis crossings of the sinusoid. The comparator is
detect these axis crossings and to produce a square wave
output which then drives a binary divider (IC3). The divider
output

Vie
LESS THAN
4V WRT
V ter

produces a 'divide by sixteen' output which is high for eight

sinewave cycles end then low for Me next eight . This signal is
then used to gets ON and OFF the sinewave. The gate mechanism is a pair of transistor. which shoo Me sinewave to ground
when the divider output is high and let it pass when the divider
output is Mid. The resulting output is a toneburst. However, if

compa ttttt is not very feet, then there will be a delay in

generating the gene and so the tone burst will not sten or finish
on axis crossings. Using the circuit shown, operation up to 20
kHz is obtainable.

Vin

Vref

UV/mac
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Slew Limiter
The current output of a CA3080 can be used to produce a
controlled slew limiter. By connecting the output curreM to a
capacitor, the output voltage cannot move faster than a rate
given by
slew rate

Icalc Volts per sec.

Note that Isec determines the slew rate and as Owe is a
variable then so is the slew rate. The output voltage is buffered
by a voltage follower, IC2. This is a MOSFET op amp which has a
very high input impedance, which is necessary to minimise the
Marling on Cl.
When an input signal is applied to ICI the output tries to move
towards this voltage but its speed is limited by the slew rate.
Thus the output produces a linear ramp which stops when it
reaches the input signal level.

R2

SLEW LINFOLOOOTRLIT

150k
150k
150k
1M5

Cl

FASTEST
SLEW RATE

100n
10n
100
100

1.5V/mSec
15V/mSec
0.15V/m500
15V/Sec

flIguTT.r.zr-to

Sample And Hold
The slew limiter can be modified so that it becomes a sample and

hold unit. In this circuit Mac is either hard ON_ (sample) or
completely OFF (hold). In the sample Med.. the output yob..
quickly adjusts itself so Mat it equals the input voltage. This

74

enables a short samp. period to be used. In the HOLD mode,
IssC is zero a. so the voltage on CI should remain f ixed. The
circuit is in fact an analogue memory. It is used in music
synthesisers (to remember the pitch). in analogue to digital
converters and many other circuits.
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KINN MOSS LATLON

4 Quadrant Multiplier
The CA3080 is a two quadrant multiplier but. with the addition
of a few extra bits of electronics. it can be made into a four

quadrent circuit. A two quadrant multiplier has two inputs,
one can accept bipolar signals (the inverting or non invening
input) and one can only accept a unipolar signal, (the Nom

current). However, a four quadrant multiplier can accept bipolar

signals on both of its inputs which enables it te PerfOrm
frequency doubling and ring modulation.

The circuit is fairly similar to thst of Me two quadrant

multiplier described earlier except for two differences. IC3 is

used to generate lalIC in such a way that the Y input can go both
positive and negative, thus the Y input is bipolar, when is at 0 V

and there is a signal on Me X input the desired ootpor(oo V)
should be zero. This is achieved by adjusting RV, so that the
signal via ICI (this is inverted) is exactly cancelled out by that vie
R3. Now. when is inc aaaaa d positively. a non -inverted value of
X is produced at the output and, when Y is increased negatively,
an inverted value of X is produced. When I' a sem so le the

output. This a known sometimes as ring modulation. if a
speech signal is connected to the X input and a variable
frequency oscillator to the Y input the resulting sound isthat of a

dalek.. Alm. if a sinewave is connected to both the X and
inputs, the XY product is a sinewave of twice the frequency.
This is known ace frequency doubler, but it will only work with
sinewaves.

PONES. f ROM, In

Single Pole Filter
A singlepole lowpass filter can be constructed using a CA3080
as a current controlled resistor. The filter is, in fact, just a simple

RC low pass section where the R. which is controllable, is
constructed out of ICI. RA 115. Varying Issc changes the
amount of current drive to CI . This would normally make the
circuit a slew limiter, but because the signal level that ICI (pins 2

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL - APRIL 1979

and 3) handles is so small. the CA3080 works in ma linear mode
This enebles it to look like a variable resistor. When Mrs resistor
IS varied. the break 'frequency of the f Met also raniaa Sr

applying some positive feedback around the filter Re. C2 n
possible to produce a peaky filter response The
a guitar
mcreases with frequency 'making the circuit useful
WM Wah unit.

-0

FEATURE: 3080 Circuits
rs

FIRFOLIE

Voltage Controlled Filter
A tandard dual integrator filter can be constructed using a few
CA3080.s. By varying Ines the resonant frequency can be swept
o
i

r a 1000 to

1

range. ICI, 3 are two current controlled

rygretors. IC2, 4 are voltage followers which serve to buffer

the high impedance output of the integrators. A third CA3080
(ICS) is used to control the CI factor of the filter. °factors as igh
as SO can be obtained. The resonant frequency of the filter is
linearly proportional to Icac and hence this unit is very useful in
electronic music production. There are two outputs produc d. a
low pass and a band pass response.
ETI

TOTAL AMPLIFICATION FROM CRIMSON ELEKTRIK
WE NOW OFFER THE WIDEST RANGE OF SOUND PRODUCTS
STEREO PRE -AMPLIFIERS

POWER SUPPLIES

4t1'

POWER AMPLIFIER KIT
CPR I

CPR 1-THE ADVANCED PRE -AMPLIFIER

MC 1 PRE -PRE -AMPLIFIER
21:t

X02 X03 - ACTIVE CROSSOVERS

ACTIVE CROSSOVERS

REG 1 - POWER SUPPLY
POWER AMPLIFIERS

CRIMSON ELEKTRIK
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PROJECT

WIND METER
Here is the project all you amateur meteorologists have been waiting for. When this
meter gets the wind up you'll know how fast and where it's coming from.
TRADITIONALLY, THE FOUR
primary elements are fire, earth,
water and air. At ETI, we've
designed projects concerned with the
first three (temperature meters. soil
moisture indicators, rain alarms). but
not much for the last. The major
property of the air, apart from the
fact that it is necessary to support

METER

A/11\113

0

life, is the movement of the air wind. Light winds generally aren't of
terribly much significance except to
meteorologists, but stronger winds
can be useful as a source of power:

for traditional milling, for electricity
generation or as a means of
propulsion for sailing yachts.
Stronger winds such as hurricanes,
can be destructive, causing damage
to life or property.
So for all the private pilots,
yachtsmen, amateur meteorologists
and general weather watchers who
read ET!. here is a device which will
tell you the wind's speed and

direction, with a remote indication of
both quantities. Our design is, we'd
like to think, both stylish and
unusual, but there are simpler
methods of mechanical construction
which you can follow if you wish.

The Head
The drawings along with the photos
will give the general design that we
used. The actual dimensions have to
be left to the individual constructor
as components such as the ball races
and light bulbs may vary in size.
While we used a single head for
both speed and direction, it may be
simpler to use separate heads.
The discs we used were 1.5mm
thick clear plastic with a piece of
photographic film glued onto it. It
may be easier to make it out of thin
aluminium and cut out the slots. For
the speed disc simply drilling holes
will suffice.
The most important part of the
design, apart from ensuring that the
discs rotate with a minimum of
friction, is the shielding of the light
and preventing light scatter striking a

transistor which should be dark. As
can be seen from the photos and
diagram the bulbs and transistors are
embedded in aluminium blocks with
small holes providing a passage for
the light beam.
The wiring of the head is shown in
fig. 3. Note that the base lead is not
used and can be cut off close to the
body. Insulate the joints onto the
transistors to ensure that they do not
short on the aluminium blocks. The
bulbs may touch the block with their
outer connection but this is the 0 volt
line and does no harm. In fact it
provides some electrical shielding far
the leads. The bulbs we used were
12V but they were bright enough on
6V giving a much longer life.

Design Features
When we started design on this
project it was to have a digital
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readout of wind direction with a
resolution of either one or two
degrees. This would also make it
useful in a sailing boat to tell the
wind direction relative to the
heading
Difficulties however soon became
apparent. The first of these was the
sensor head. The only accurate
method is a digital head, probably
optical. Two methods could have
been used, one using a disc with a
single optical track of 360 slots and
an updown counter and the second
using eight or nine tracks in a grey
code. The first is simpler in head
design but the second is less prone
to error. The problem, and the
reason for rejecting both, is that with
such resolution, the reading would
move around so much when the
wind is gusty to be unreadable. What
is needed is an averaging circuit
which unfortunately becomes
85
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Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the ETI Wind Mom

difficult when the wind is changing
from just west of north to just east of
north. i.e. 355 to 005. How do you
average these (use a
microprocessor?)_
As this was intended to be a

simple project we relaxed our
original speification, deleting the use
in a boat (we may get back to this.
problem. A four track 'Grey scale
allows the wind to be given to within
11. of its true heading, without the
complexity of a nine track one, and
the use of LEDs to give direction
solves the problem of averaging as
the variations can be seen and
averaged by the brain.
86

Construction
The electronics is relatively simple
provided the PCB described is used.
Due to a height limitation C1 should
be mounted an the rear of the board.
The LEDs should be mounted about
7mm from the board with care being
taken not to damage them as the
leads have to be bent out slightly.
The regulator also has to lie down to
give clearance.
We mounted the unit behind an
aluminium front panel with the LEDs
protruding through holes. If this is to
be done it is preferable not to solder
the LEDs until after alignment with

the front panel.
The head is more difficult as some
mechanical ability is necessary to
ensure good results. The
requirements are basically simple A
disc is to be allowed to rotate. either
continuously with the wind or

aligning it to the wind, with a bulb
on one side and phototransistors on
the other.
The method used by us is shown
in fig 4 with the aluminium blocks
providing the shielding necessary to
give accurate results. As the unit will
be exposed to the weather it must be
made waterproof otherwise the ball
races will corrode. The races used
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PROJECT: Wind Meter

HOW IT
WORKS
Wind Direction
Wind direction is indicated bye series of 16
equally spaced LEDs around a circle. These
represent the main points on the compass.
which
These are controlled by ICI and

are in barn controlled by the direction
sensor head.

The sensor head. which is described in

fig. 3. consists of a disc which has four

optical tracks and four bulbs and photo transistors. The phototransistors sense
either a clear disc (logical ..1.) or a black
disc (logical '11") and thus control IC2 and
ICC. The code used n special in that only
one bit is changed at each location
Ling gross errors which occur with the
binary code if the heads are not perfectly
aligned. An example of this is going from
location i (MI I) to location g (WOO). It this
is not done simultaneously almost any
location can be specified. With the grey
code the same change 15 from 01W to I WO.

Here there can be no ambiguity as only one
bit is changed. Remember these bits are not

weighted similarly to binary and a lookup
table must be used to decide what number
(decimal) a particular code in.

The decoder, CO. is an eight output
analogue demukiplexer with the common
line joined to the +5V line. When a parti.
cuiar 3 bit code is presented to its control

inputs one of the eight outputs will be

joined to the .h6V line. The fourth output
from the sensor head controls
gives two. inverted. outputs to drive either
bank of LEDs. The complete four hit cod,
therefore specifies a particular LEO to be
lit. By placing the LEDs correct, around
the circle the grey code is decoded.

Wind Speed
This is a simple frequency counter mea
swing pulses from the sensor head. The
head consists of a disc with eight holes
whichbreaksa light beam to its associated
phototrarisistor. The output of this photo.
transistor is squared nob,: a schmitt trigger
formed by IC5c. and ICS&
The counting is done by IC,. and IChb(a

dual decade counter, with 1(16 and IC'

providing the store and LEI, drivers
necessary to diler the seven segment
play TiMe base Is provided by IC3 which
gives a 7 rnS wide negative pulse about

every one second We say about as it is
adjustable by RV: as individual heads will
have different responses and calibration
will be necessary.

This negative pulse opens the store to
allow the number reached by the counters
to be displayed while simultaneously stopping any further counting by disabling the

I'

whinitt nigger. On the completion of the
7mb pulse IC5a. and IC5b generate a 5000
wide pumlse which resets the counter ICs to
recomence the sequence.

to

Power Supply
This is

imply' a full wave rectified supply

with ICI giving a regulated +6V output

This regulation is needed to ensure that the
time base (1C3lrernains accurate.

The finished unit in use
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Fig. 2. Component overlay for the Wind Meter

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS all 466 544.
10k
81.4,8.9

1166,13-26

6800

R11

470k

07,10.12

100k

SEMICONDUCTORS

CI

IC?
IC3
1C4 5

IC6 7
IC8

01-05
POTENTIOMETER

901

1M Ihrnmmor

01.2
LED
0141112111.2

7806
4051
555
4011
4511

4518
20577 /
104004
TIL 209 or Streliar

Common

cathode

seven segment (high
CAPACITORS
C1

C2.6

bughtness1

1000u 16V
10u 25V

MISCELLANEOUS

C3

tu 25V

Four rernorture 12V bulbs. PC8L 240V!

C4.5

8206 ceramic

18.1 transformer box head assembly

Fig. 3, Connection to the bead. Note(' -4.
that transistor bases are not used.
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PROJECT: Wind Meter
will normally have to be washed out
to give low enough friction with a
light spray of WD40 or similar to
give some protection.
While our housing is a little
ornate, it did work but the more
usual half ping pong balls may be
more suitable.

Calibration
Wind Speed.
The easiest method for wind speed
calibration is to provide the unit with
a DC supply (via the common and
one of the AC inputs) and to take a
drive in the car with the unit
supported above the vehicle.
Providing there is no wind the
potentiometer should be adjusted
until the reading corresponds to the
speedo.

Direction alignment is simply a
matter of aligning the vertical rod so
that it gives the correct results.

En

BUYLINES
The metalwork for this project we
must leave to our readers, as this will
be fabricated to suit individual
requirements. The displays can be
any type no's really, lust observe
Similarly with the LEDs. The
photodarlingtons can be supplied by
Marshalls.
[hemmed in the sensor head -1.5 mm thick, clear plastic with photographic
film glued on.

Fig. 4. Mechanical construction of the
sensor head.
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Now It Works -AM/FM
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DICE

HEADPHONE
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AMPLIFIER
A prohect to warm the ears and please the rem of the universe.

ased on a

high quality Class A design, this unit provides hi-fi drive Mr one or more
Pairs of dynamic headphone, allowing you to wallow within an undim
neared mund field. and leaves everyone around free to do their own thing
without having to listen to yours.
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PROJECT

GUITAR
EFFECTS

UNIT
Our guitar effects unit isn't just a fuzz box. Use it to give you a new sound to play
with.

BUYLINES
The only component that may be

difficult to find ,s the .56 iEt
aupply this IC

ect A depth cont. allows

bypass sw.tch

Smashing sound

The luridarnentat
ency ol the input is NH wave
ed but the numerous hamonics
ult. sounds raffia/ like

no doubt Find
.we don 0 vou
many mom musical uses tor this
ele than we could
Swct itching between Fuzz enet suuzz

llin:vpt'c'hulon.s purpme

PARTS LIST

RV1

RESISTORS All 516 'ASV)

6602
686

R2

R3

84.6.10. 11, 12
AS:

Al

27OR
104
383

100k
39k
820R
lB

RS
MS

813 14

RVIIMO
POTENTIOMETERS
CAPACITORS
1110 elactroptsc

5600 Pol18Vmne
SEMICONDUCTORS

BC109
741

5358

01.2

1144148

SWITCHES
SW1

SPOT Somswach

SW2
SW2

SPOT
DPDT

Fig.1. (above) PCB component ave.,'

MISCELLANEOUS

Two Sm. mono lack sockets
PCB

Verocase

(Above right) Completed PCB

MN

Fig.2. (Below) Circuit diagram
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PROJECT:Struzz

CALCULATORS

HOW IT WORKS

Lel 01-155 9823

MOUNTAINDENE
23 Cowper St.. London. ECS

SOFTY the all -in -one Development and

/I\

Training Aid with Software -Firmware Copier
and Programmer
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Readers' Circuits

Gentle Clock Alarm
I.

00

Hill -Smith

01

02

RINGI RING! BUZZ! This is D LT

03

CLANG! PIP PIP PIP!
There are gentler ways to wake up.

08
06

This circuit provides an alarm which
builds up from being inaudible to loud

07
08
09

over about one minute. As a result you

10

are always woken by the minimum
volume required to wake you: a far
more comfortable experience than the

usual trauma. The three multivibrators in cascade provide a signal like
the sound of a warbler telephone. As

C slowly charges through If a larger
fraction of the signal is amplified by
the op amp producing a louder output.

Calculator Radio Alarm
T Corringham

This very simple circuit, used with a
Sinclair Cambridge Programmable
calculator. enables a transistor radio

ficiently high voltage and current in minutes of the required delay is put
in and /RUN/ pressed to start the
rating for the radio used.

Ha transistor radio is used the SCR timing period.
To stop the program prematurely
is connected in series with the battery,
but if a cassette recorder/player is /+/c/ CE/ is pressed.
The calculator should be used with
used it can be connected to the
a mains adaptor.
remote socket.

The LDR is placed above the left

The timing is accurate to within

five minutes in eight hours.
If a buzzer or similar alarm is used
by '888' being displayed, but not by the same circuit can be used to give
seconds to five months).
an
audible indication of the terminathe
background
light
only.
None of the components are critiUsing the program given. the time tion of long programs.
cal. but the SCR should have a sufto be turned on after a predetermined

time. (within the range of a few

ELECTRONICS TODAY

hand three digits of the display. RV1 is
adjusted so that the circuit is triggered

circuits or ideas submitted by readers or this page AO items
prepare
used will be paid... Drawings should be as dear as possible and the text should p eeeeee sent
rte typed. CirCuitS Meal not be subplot M copyright. Items for consideration should be
25-27 Oxford St. London W111 .1R1F
to PTI.TECN-TIPS. Electronics Today I eeeeeee
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Readers' Circuits

Keyboard/display sound converter
K G Reid

This circuit can be used in several
modes: It can provide quantized

feedback (a distinct improvement
over the normal singie 'bleep') from
the key actions made on a calculator type keyboard It can be used to give a
'sound' translation of a digital display,

or completely replace the display
when sound would be a better communication medium.

The keyboard or display information (a maximum of 16 bits with one
16 -line 74150 multiplexer) is translated into a series of 16 high or low
frequency tone pulses, corresponding
to the 'high' or 'low' logic state of the
16 bits.
The circuit illustrated was used in
conjunction with a digital mulumeter,

requiring three 4 -bit words for the
digits and three additional bits for
over -range, negative and decimal
point. Thus, 15 lines only were required, the 16th being used for resetting

The 15 bits are latched on to the
inputs of the 74150 multiplexer. Presentation of the enable pulse results in

a logic '1' appearing at the output of
gate 13, allowing clock pulses to pass

via gates A and

Fl

to the 7493

counter. Gates B, E, D and C form a

latch which remains 'set' until all 15
bits have been sampled. As each bit is
sampled, the inverse state appears at

the multiplexer output, opening gate

J or K and thus operating one of the
two reed relays. Asa count of 1111
appears from the counter, the output
of F drops low, resetting the latch and
counter. The operation of either relay

results in a tone appearing at the
loudspeaker (or earpiece), the tone
frequencies being set (1 2 kHz maximum) by the
megohrn pots. The
tone pulse length is governed by the
clock rate.
1

Digital Pulse Compressor
N C Hall

Whilst

constructing a digital
frequency meter the author found it
necessary to be able to accurately Fri m

.the width of a gate pulse. The circuit,

shown uses only two ICs and can:
reduce the width of a pulse applied at
its input by up to a few milliseconds.

The table shows the reduction
achieved by using different values of

Cl.
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS and

KITS FOR ETI PROJECTS
ADOITIONAE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

SYSTEM GB

NITS WITII A PROFESSIONAL FINISH
SPECTRUM ANALYSER.

ALARM

7,42
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R
h andFor cse, Send sae tor
details naming 101,,I Mt reference and
catalogue
P 13. P. 30p
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a digitizer adds another dimension

-

Readers'Circuits

Darlington Drivers for a few
pence
C. J. Ramey

This circuit offers a very efficient way
of driving a pair of transistors in Dar-

pin 6 switches the lower CMOS transistor on, holding Q2 off and sinking
The circuit in Fig
shows how two the leakage current of Ql. A low on
loads of up to 1A may be driven from pin 6 drives Q1 and switches the
a single 14007 chip with no external lower CMOS transistor off and the
resistors. Using a 2N3055 in place of upper CMOS transistor on.
will enable loads of up to
The result is fast switch off at low
3A to be driven at voltages limited cost and efficient switch on.
only by the Vceo of the transistors
A bonus is the Inverter between
(WO.
pins 10 and 12 Note, Vcc should be
Fig_ 2 shows the internal circuit of 5-6V to prevent excessive current
one section of the 14007. A high on being drawn from the CMOS chip.

lington configuration from CMOS.
1

Precision Rectifying with the
LM3900
A. Winsor

The LM3900 is different from most
op -amps in that it is current differencing and operates from a single sup-

ply rail, which mean that the inputs
bias at one base -emitter voltage above

ground. Hence standard techniques
are not applicable as the diode would
always be forward -biased. Two feed -

back paths are therefore provided:R3 for DC stability, and R4 for the AC

NOTE.

EF,441"`"°'

signal after C2 and R5 have filtered
out the DC bias. When R2 , 2 X R3 made very much smaller than R3. Cl
point A will be at Vcc/ 2, allowing the and C3 are DC blocking capacitors
diode to be reversed at will. For large and determine the low frequency rollpositive input returned to ground. off. Component values quoted are
Input impedance equals R1, and vol- those used on the prototype and may
tape gain equals - R4/ R1 since R4 is be altered to suit individual require-
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ments.

_This circuit has obvious potential,

especially in portable equipment
where the 4 amps. in one package
and single supply rail yield a more,
compact. mote convenient L9,
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Here's why
you should buy
an ICE instead
of just any
multimeter

AT LAST!
The new Strethand Seco, Division catalogue s here, Full deterls of alarm Cireuit
principals and practice
How the prof esslonalf keep burglars at bey

Including diagrams of how 10 wYe up doors
windows, ate
Full price list and order I orm
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*Worldwele proven reliability.
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*Fully protected NNW., FlYnnl&PA
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sales service at E,B.Sole U K.DistributOrS,

Tel 041-663 6731/2

.77M

/ee

OSCILLOSCOPE

Prices from £16.60 £32.00 + VAT
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Understanding Digital Electronics
New teach -yourself courses

MN.

IMOtal halms

E8.10

£4.601
£12.00 -

Flow Charts & Algorithms

£2.95

8s
a

4,17:0'7T,
,

PCB FOIL PATTERNS
GATHERED HERE are all the PCBs for this month's
projects. From now on the boards will be grouped
together like this in order to facilitate their use by those
readers wishing to produce their own PCBs from these
patterns.

All are shown foil side Lip, and full size. Companies
wishing to produce these for sale as ready made PCBs

should note that where the board carries a copyright

110

symbol, the designer retains that Copyright to himself so

his company, and that particular board may not be
produced on a commercial basis
These pages form the basis of our ETI PR INT sheets

which are etch resistant transfers of the loll panerns
designed to simplify one-off PCB production See the ad
on page 49 for further details

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL - APRIL 1979

PCB Foil Patterns
0

0

Below left: Wind Speed Indicator PCB
Below right: Click Eliminator Mk 2 board
Right: Struzz effects unit
All are shown full size and will form the basis of ETIPII INT
sheet 023 which will be available shortly

1IdLL kF2ML.41"
0
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GUITAR EFFECTS

MINI -ADS & CLASSIFIED
BRITISH
MOTOROLA
61100 SYSTEMS

PRINTED
CIRCUITS
HARDWARE

RAMARSUNSTRUCTOR

rvifigiFr
MICROBITS

BARGAINS FOR THE
ELECTRONIC HANDYMAN
BRANDED LED DIGITAL
ALARM CLOCKS

,:0dren..1 TV)

11

SOUTH WALES
CA107RLINEARS
OISCRETES:PASSIVES
HARDWARE. TOOLS
CASES. TRANSFORMERS, ETC

DIGITAL
l:lesse telephone for demons tr
Ir

A limited number ex.edock

R"'

STEVE'S ELECTRONICS

"agraggr

Gredeerley
SURREY

Tel 0276 34004

ARE HAVING
A SALE
STARTING
10th MARCH
1979

FORT WEEK
SATURDAY AND
SUNDAY INCLUSIVE

ire4:4:TV:11,76

ARO

PAW and &final Ortlere VOCOM

otherwise 7-14 dev

P & R TEST

cV,d,AJZIES

SEND 20,3 FOR CATALOGUE

TEL 102221 40 DOS

SC/MP USERS
60r/o OFF

.

OFVFLDPIIIEXT TIME

CA

T
M
CC
E

R

£99.99= A
BEST OFFER EVER
Camara Kit, Lens,
Vidicon H. Modulator

CROFTON
'T.:1a1ZET'V'
elvene:0021.744O

Tel: 01-8911923 Frer.,:e

THIS SECTION IS A PRE -PAYMENT SERVICE ONLY
M041 -ADS 31

4'. 211,1.30.6-11 035 13 313m33.034
E 33

per word. Minanuen 35 wo.d Boxed classof.

las accept. *out NU stldnso
Enquitidro
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Adrartivng Opartineet. 01437 5582. 25-37 0I 55d Street London W1/I 15,

TIME WRONG?

VIDEO

MUSIC

""
CAMBRIDGE KITS
COLOUR MODULATOR

16.95

C1115

tIC

go=

PET COSTS LESS

INTERESTED

rn

AT COMP and it's

IN HOME
COMPUTING?

a pedigree <,,r)
na

COM I

HE

C.

Ia.::117499P"'"

OHIO SUPERBOARDIINEW'g'4.;"'

0
33
0
33

12;2.

33
33

2
3228600.. 0249.00

MODULATORS UHF Channel 36

NASCOM IMMEDIATE
EXPANSION S100 from COMP

-strongly recommended

8

1:31 0
tY.f

BULK PURCHASE ',T
VDU MONITORS

0
IRS 80 SOFTWARE
ATTENTION! SAVE EGO
TRS 80 & APPLE II USERS
GRADE

"'="°LT

44

otmatE

100 MIXED PROGRAMMES

on cassette

NEW
£49.00

KEY BOARD
758 GEORGE RISK

SHORT C12 CASSETTESto ror £4.00
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMES

TV GAME BARGAINS ,,,a4=r.
ATARI VIDEO SYSTEM
REDucED To

cu. VAT

114%
S ..mer

err, SORCERER- COMPUTER

SPEAKS YOUR LANGUAGE

t

THIS COMPUTER HAS ALL
OF THE FACILITIES NEEDED
TO FORM THE NUCLEUS OF
A SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEM
FOR AN EXCEPTIONALLY
SMALL OUTLAY.

Are
you
looking for a
PERSONAL or SMALL BUSINESS
Computer? Look at these features
for only0 £850.206 Cnaranter Graphics Set includes 128 that you

can define
32K 01 RAM on board_
700 Based computer.
Powercin 4K Monitor
Excellent bibmapped graphics 1512 x 240 Point

1 esion
lot I

79 key ilp keyboard including 16 hey numeric pad

(Full ASCII,

0 Plug .in ROM facility leg 8K BASIC, (supplied).
Assembleneditor. word processing etc.) so that you

'3..'r 'if 1'0 parts 'vi cassottn:RS232 sirc 1300 o' 1200 Baud)
6 6 uliet 110 pert tor metier ICentronics Compatab)el
7,0 bus S..,,Sble al the rear for 60661.6,15m 1. f"

Hot.onal 6 slot 6100 emanslon box le.g. SIOO Floppy
disk drives. graphics boards. extra memory etc.)

EXIDY SORCERER 32K RAM computer

£850

(Add E9 for UHF output)16K RAM computer

£751

£69

12' Video monitor
5100 expans

£210

andMotherboardand power SuP0tYl

DISK SYSTEM as shown
MICROPOLIS 5100 disks - 315 K bytes per drive
Drive 1 (includes S100 controller.
Micropolis M DOS and BASIC software) £649
Additional 315 K bytes drives (up to 4 per controller) £349
Cables and regulators for 2 disk system £41

PRINTER as shown
ANADEX DP11000

80 columns. 112 char/sec 5 e 7 dot metric head
Connects to parallel or serial ports

COMP

COMPUTER
COMPONENTS
L7D

E576

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR
SORCERER PLUS DISK SYSTEM
CPIM operating system
£145
CPIM with C BASIC (Compiler/Interpreter)
FORTRAN 80
COBOL 80
MICROPOLIS
BASIC
PACKAGES
COMPUMAX

£235

£350
£490

STOCK CONTROL (INVENTORY)
PAYROLL
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
LEDGER
PERSONNEL

For technical era sales literature send SAE to)
COMP COMPUTER COMPONENTS Maid, UK Sales).
reepost. 14 Station Road. New garnet, Kens.
Teter. 298755
Tel. 01.4411922 (Sales, 01.449 6596

£99
eachFROM

rani ADVANTAGE OF OUR
SHORT DELIVERY TIME

All prices exclusive of VAT
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440.0
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11110,1131111T1
ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD
All mail to:P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554155.
Shop: 284 London Road,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.
(Closed on Monday).
Telephone:Southend (0702)554155.

cl.F.:;.=.1=nrz-zrztzmr=ra-A
Post this coupon now for your copy of our

1979-00 catalogue price 75,

1111'104)11M

memo send me a copy of your saupsge calelos
soonas is putolosheci1811,an 19791.1 encloac

75p but peelers.. that if lam not completely
salwfied I may return the cataiogoeto youwithm
M days and have my 75p ref unclealmmeohately
If you InmotAmele LI K send
°Man International
Reply Coupons
NAME

ADDRESS

